The RCA Victor Television Attachment is designed to bring the wonders of modern Television to radio owners at a minimum cost. With it and any A-C radio, you may receive television programs within range that are transmitted on the five lower television channels. Sound is heard over your present radio; pictures are viewed on the RCA Victor Television Attachment.

**OTHER FEATURES:** Styrol R-F and I-F Transformers; Temperature-compensated Condensers; Iron Core Tuning for R-F and I-F Transformers; Double-safety Switch Protection; Fire Underwriters’ Approval.

**TUNING RANGE:** 5 Bands—44-50 Mc., 50-56 Mc., 66-72 Mc., 78-84 Mc., 84-90 Mc.

**TUBE COMPLEMENT:** 3 RCA 1852; 2 RCA 1853; 1 RCA 6H6; 1 RCA 6V6; 1 RCA 6J5; 1 RCA 6B3; 4 RCA 6N7; 1 RCA 6F8G; 1 RCA 6U4G; 1 RCA 879; 1 RCA 1802-P4.

**CABINET:** A beautiful cabinet, designed in the modern manner, houses this superb Picture receiving mechanism. The top, front, and ends are of striped walnut. The kinescope frame and horizontal louvers are finished much darker and also of striped walnut. The entire cabinet has a two-tone effect and is hand-polished to a high lustre. Height 16\(\frac{3}{8}\)”, Width 19\(\frac{3}{8}\)”, Depth 19\(\frac{1}{8}\)”.
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